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An Autobiographical Narrative
from the Bestselling Author of
Dancing With Horses
THE MESSAGE FROM THE HORSE
Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling
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rafalgar Square Books is pleased to announce the upcoming release of The Message
from the Horse by Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling.

In the form of a wandering, lyrical, autobiographical narrative, world-renowned horseman
Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling exposes the inner turmoil, fear, doubt, and darkness that sends
him off the roads most traveled in search of answers. His quest for meaning takes him to
lonely spaces high up in the mountains where a mysterious old monk pushes the impetuous
young Hempfling to question his grasp of self and other, of perception and reality. When
Hempfling fails to understand the angry heart of an abused and starving stallion, he is sent
on a quest to find and follow an elusive band of wild horses, an exhausting journey that
beckons with illumination—but only at great cost.
As Hempfling reflects on cultures past and his present surroundings, his words linger on
visual, sensual, and inspirational clues, bringing his personal experiences alive on the page
in emotional detail. His thoughts string together like clicking beads, brilliantly illustrating
the passage of time and the interconnectivity of all beings. Ultimately, Hempfling comes to
a truth, which for him brings heaven and earth into sharp focus.
KLAUS FERDINAND HEMPFLING is a passionate horse lover with a professional background in communications, theater, and
dance. A talented horseman, he has continually shaken up the international equestrian world with his thought-provoking theories.
His methods of communication with the horse via a body language the animal can understand have been embraced by thousands
of participants at his clinics and demonstrations, as well as those who have read his bestselling books and seen his popular DVDs.
Hempfling operates a beautiful training center in Denmark, where he offers coaching and seminars. His other works include What
Horses Reveal, the Dancing with Horses book and DVD, and Coming Together the DVD, all available from Trafalgar Square Books.

“It is not really so important to record
what I do as to try to share the almost
indescribable secrets that lie behind
what I do.” —Klaus Ferdinand Hempfling
184 pp • 6 x 9 • 170 color photographs, 20 diagrams • 978 1 57076 748 7 • $16.95 pb
For more information contact mcook@trafalgarbooks.com.
To order contact: Trafalgar Square Books, Box 257, Howe Hill Road, N. Pomfret, VT 05053
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